
What does your Twitter stream
communicate
Lots  of  communications  people  –journalists,  PR  folks,  ad
people–are  on  Twitter.   I  am  too,  and  I  follow  many
communications types.  You can get a lot of good information,
and interesting facts from your Twitter stream. But you can
also learn a lot about the people you follow.

What you tweet about: Obviously, what you tweet about shows
what  you  are  interested  in,  and  what  you  are  more
knowledgeable about. If you are in health care, you may tweet
about  the  latest  health  research.  If  you  are  constantly
tweeting about personal stuff, you are communicating that your
business is not as important to you as your personal life. If
you never tweet about personal stuff, you are saying that you
view Twitter as only business.

When you tweet: Do you tweet during the day? Chances are that
you incorporate Twitter into your work life. Do you only tweet
on the weekend?  Timing shows how much you understand how
Twitter works. Although we have the ability to look a people’s
stream history, Twitter tends to be about immediacy. If you
are tweeting in the middle of the night, you are saying you
don’t care whether people see your tweets, you just want to
share.

How much you re-tweet: If you re-tweet stuff, it shows you are
really reading what the people you follow share, and also,
that you find it useful. You also are saying you are willing
to  share  credit.  If  you  never  re-tweet,  well,  maybe  you
haven’t found anything worth sharing.

Your Twitter stream really communicates a lot to those who
follow you. Twitter is about building your network, and it is
about sharing.  I would argue that Twitter is also about
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branding.  If you haven’t locked your tweets, anyone can see
what you are putting out there, and can form an opinion about
who you are and what you do.

What does your Twitter stream say about you?
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